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                HANDHELDS  
      

        

  

HANDHELD 5016 - (0.5 micron at 0.1 CFM,       6 Channels)

Ergonomically designed and lightweight, the Lighthouse Handheld       5016 integrates the latest advances in particle counting       technology with the award-winning functionality of the Lighthouse product       architecture. The Handheld 5016 offers ring 6 channels of       simultaneous particle counting, a minimum sensitivity of 0.5 micron, a       flow rate of 0.1 CFM, Touch Screen Interface, Temperature/Humidity data,       and a removable battery maximizes the Handheld’s uptime. Data is easily       downloaded using the Lighthouse Data Transfer Software.
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  HANDHELD 3016 - (0.3 micron       at 0.1 CFM, 6 Channels)Ergonomically designed and lightweight, the Lighthouse Handheld       3016 integrates the latest advances in particle counting       technology with the award-winning functionality of the Lighthouse product       architecture. The Handheld 3016 offers ring 6 channels of       simultaneous particle counting, a minimum sensitivity of 0.3 micron, a       flow rate of 0.1 CFM, Touch Screen Interface, Temperature/Humidity data,       and a removable battery maximizes the Handheld’s uptime. Data is easily       downloaded using the Lighthouse Data Transfer Software.                

  HANDHELD 2016 - (0.2 micron at 0.1 CFM,       6 Channels) Ergonomically designed and lightweight, the Lighthouse Handheld       2016 integrates the latest advances in particle counting       technology with the award-winning functionality of the Lighthouse product       architecture. The Handheld 2016 offers ring 6 channels of       simultaneous particle counting, a minimum sensitivity of 0.2 micron, a       flow rate of 0.1 CFM, Touch Screen Interface, Temperature/Humidity data,       and a removable battery maximizes the Handheld’s uptime. Data is easily       downloaded using the Lighthouse Data Transfer Software.                PORTABLES   
      

          

  SOLAIR 5100 - (0.5 micron at 1.0 CFM, 6       Channels)

The SOLAIR 5100 offers a sensitivity of 0.5 micron and a       flow rate of 1.0 CFM (28.3 LPM) with a wide dynamic range up to 25.0 microns.  Utilizing a       large, color touch screen interface, the SOLAIR 5100 is       easy to configure and operate. The SOLAIR 5100 can store       a large amount of particle count data from up to 6 channels and data from       up to 4 environmental sensors. All data can be quickly and reliably       downloaded to a computer or printed to its built-in thermal printer.
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  SOLAIR 5100+ - (0.5 micron at 1.0 CFM, 6-8       Channels) The SOLAIR 5100+ offers a sensitivity of 0.5 micron and a       flow rate of 1.0 CFM (28.3 LPM) with a wide dynamic range up to 25.0 microns.  Utilizing a       large, color touch screen interface, the SOLAIR 5100+ is       easy to configure and operate. The SOLAIR 5100+ can store       a large amount of particle count data from up to 6 channels and data from       up to 4 environmental sensors. All data can be quickly and reliably       downloaded to a computer or printed to its built-in thermal printer.                

  SOLAIR 3100 The SOLAIR 3100 offers a sensitivity of 0.3 micron and a       flow rate of 1.0 CFM (28.3 LPM) with a wide dynamic range up to 25.0       microns.  Utilizing a large, color touch screen interface, the SOLAIR       3100 is easy to configure and operate. The SOLAIR 3100 can       store a large amount of particle count data from up to 6 channels and data       from up to 4 environmental sensors. All data can be quickly and reliably       downloaded to a computer or printed to its built-in thermal printer.                

  SOLAIR 5200+ The SOLAIR 5200+ offers a sensitivity of 0.5 micron and a       flow rate of 2.0 CFM (50 LPM) with a wide dynamic range up to 25.0       microns.  Utilizing a large, color touch screen interface, the SOLAIR       5200+ is easy to configure and operate. The SOLAIR 5200+ can store a large amount of particle count data from up to 6 channels and       data from up to 4 environmental sensors. All data can be quickly and       reliably downloaded to a computer or printed to its built-in thermal       printer.                

  SOLAIR 3200+ The SOLAIR 3200+ offers a sensitivity of 0.3 micron and a       flow rate of 2.0 CFM (50 LPM) with a wide dynamic range up to 25.0       microns.  Utilizing a large, color touch screen interface, the SOLAIR       3200+ is easy to configure and operate. The SOLAIR 5300+ can store a large amount of particle count       data from up to 6 channels and data from up to 4 environmental sensors.       All data can be quickly and reliably downloaded to a computer or printed       to its built-in thermal printer.                
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  SOLAIR 5010+ The SOLAIR 5010+ offers a sensitivity of 0.5 micron and a       flow rate of 0.1 CFM (2.83 LPM) with a wide dynamic range up to 25.0       microns.  Utilizing a large, color touch screen interface, the SOLAIR       5010+ is easy to configure and operate. The SOLAIR 5010+ can store a large amount of particle count data from up to 6 channels and       data from up to 4 environmental sensors. All data can be quickly and       reliably downloaded to a computer or printed to its built-in thermal       printer.                

  SOLAIR 3010+ The SOLAIR 3010+ offers a sensitivity of 0.3 micron and a       flow rate of 0.1 CFM (2.83 LPM) with a wide dynamic range up to 25.0 microns.  Utilizing a       large, color touch screen interface, the SOLAIR 3010+ is       easy to configure and operate. The SOLAIR 3010+ can store       a large amount of particle count data from up to 6 channels and data from       up to 4 environmental sensors. All data can be quickly and reliably       downloaded to a computer or printed to its built-in thermal printer.                

  SOLAIR 1100+ - (0.1 micron at 1.0       CFM, 6-8 Channels) The SOLAIR 1100+ offers a sensitivity of 0.1 micron and a       flow rate of 1.0 CFM (28.3 LPM) with a wide dynamic range up to 5.0 microns.  Utilizing a       large, color touch screen interface, the SOLAIR 1100+ is       easy to configure and operate. The SOLAIR 1100+ can store       a large amount of particle count data from up to 8channels and data from       up to 4 environmental sensors. All data can be quickly and reliably       downloaded to a computer or printed to its built-in thermal printer.                REMOTES  
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REMOTE       2010
REMOTE       3010
REMOTE       5010
  REMOTE 2010/3010/5010

 Designed with quality in mind, the REMOTE 2010/3010/5010 line       of laser particle counters was created for continuous 24 hours, 7 days a       week operation.

 Following a quality standard of reliability and dependability, Lighthouse       developed the REMOTE 2010/3010/5010 line using the latest       in optical particle technology.

 With a minimum sensitivity of 0.2 µm/0.3 µm/0.5 µm and a flow rate of       0.1 CFM (2.83 LPM), the REMOTE 2010/3010/5010 provides       real-time continuous data collection at a cost-effective price per point.       Utilizing an external vacuum source, the small REMOTE       2010/3010/5010  particle counters provides versatile       mounting options and can be installed where space is at a premium.

 The  REMOTE 2010/3010/5010  integrates seamlessly       with large facility monitoring/management systems and transfers up to 2       channels of simultaneous particle count data using Pulse Output.  
      

        

REMOTE       2014
REMOTE       3014
REMOTE       5014
  REMOTE 2014/3014/5014

 Designed with quality in mind, the REMOTE 2014/3014/5014 line of laser particle counters was created for continuous 24 hours, 7       days a week operation.

 Following a quality standard of reliability and dependability, Lighthouse       developed the REMOTE 2014/3014/5014 line using the latest       in optical particle technology.
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 With a minimum sensitivity of 0.2 µm/0.3 µm/0.5 µm and a flow rate of       1.0 CFM (28.3 LPM), the REMOTE 2014/3014/5014 provides       real-time continuous data collection at a cost-effective price per point.       Utilizing an external vacuum source and optional Temperature/Relative       Humidity Probe, the small REMOTE 2014/3014/5014 particle       counter provides versatile mounting options and can be installed where       space is at a premium. By using an extension cable, the optional T/RH       Probe can be remotely mounted up to 8 ft away.

 The REMOTE 2014/3014/5014 integrates seamlessly with       large facility monitoring/management systems and transfers up to 4       channels of simultaneous particle count data using RS-485 Modbus.  
      

        

REMOTE       1100
REMOTE       1104
  REMOTE 1100/1104 PARTICLE COUNTER

 Using state-of-the-art, patented laser technology, the Lighthouse
 REMOTE 1100/1104 line of laser particle counters provides a       sensitivity of 0.10 micron and a high flow rate of 1.0 CFM (28.3 LPM).

 Designed with reliability and quality in mind, the REMOTE       1100/1104 line features the long-life Enhanced Active Cavity       Laser technology that provides higher power, purged optics, a better       signal to noise ratio, and requires less maintenance than conventional       laser-based particle counters.

 The  REMOTE 1100/1104 provides real-time continuous data       collection at a cost-effective price per point. With its small size,       installation is easy even where space is at a premium. Very simple to       integrate with large facility monitoring/management systems, the REMOTE       1100/1104 can transfer up to 4 / 8 channels of simultaneous       particle count data using Pulse Output / RS-485 MODBUS.  
      

        

 

REMOTE       2014P
REMOTE       3014P
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REMOTE       5014P
  REMOTE 2014P/3014P/5014P WITH BUILT-IN       PUMP

 Designed with quality in mind, the REMOTE 2014P/3014P/5014P line of laser particle counters was created for continuous 24 hours, 7       days a week operation.

 Following a quality standard of reliability and dependability, Lighthouse       developed the REMOTE 2014P/3014P/5014P line using the       latest in optical particle technology.

 With a sensitivity of 0.2 µm/0.3 µm/0.5 µm and a flow rate of 0.1 CFM       (2.83 LPM), the REMOTE 2014P/3014P/5014P provides       real-time continuous data collection at a cost-effective price per point.       Utilizing an internal vacuum source, the compact REMOTE       2014P/3014P/5014P particle counter provides versatile mounting       options and can be installed where space is at a premium.

 The REMOTE 2014P/3014P/5014P integrates seamlessly with       large facility monitoring/management systems and transfers up to 6       channels of simultaneous particle count data using RS-485 Modbus Protocol.  
      

        

 

REMOTE       3102
REMOTE       5102
  REMOTE 3102/5102 Particle Counter

 Designed with quality in mind, the REMOTE 3102/5102 line       of laser particle counters was created for continuous 24 hours, 7 days a       week operation.

 Following a quality standard of reliability and dependability, Lighthouse       developed the REMOTE 3102/5102 line using the latest in       optical particle technology.

 With a sensitivity of 0.3 µm/0.5 µm and a flow rate of 1.0 CFM (28.3 LPM),       the REMOTE 3102/5102 provides real-time continuous data       collection at a cost-effective price per point. Utilizing an external       vacuum source, the small REMOTE 3102/5102 particle       counter provides versatile mounting options and can be installed where       space is at a premium.

 The REMOTE 3102/5102 integrates seamlessly with large       facility monitoring/management systems and transfers up to 2 channels of       simultaneous particle count data using 4-20 mA Output.  
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REMOTE       3104
REMOTE       5104
  REMOTE 3104/5104 Particle Counter

 Designed with quality in mind, the REMOTE 3104/5104 line       of laser particle counters was created for continuous 24 hours, 7 days a       week operation.

 Following a quality standard of reliability and dependability, Lighthouse       developed the REMOTE 3104/5104 line using the latest in       optical particle technology.

 With a sensitivity of 0.3 µm/0.5 µm and a flow rate of 1.0 CFM (28.3 LPM),       the REMOTE 3104/5104 provides real-time continuous data       collection at a cost-effective price per point. Utilizing an external       vacuum source and optional Temperature/Relative Humidity Probe, the small REMOTE       3104/5104 particle counter provides versatile mounting options       and can be installed where space is at a premium. By using an extension       cable, the optional T/RH Probe can be remotely mounted up to 8 ft away.

 The REMOTE 3104/5104 integrates seamlessly with large       facility monitoring/management systems and transfers up to 4 channels of       simultaneous particle count data using RS-485 Modbus.  
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